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• Protein structure predic.on – intro and significance
• Alphafold2 / concepts
• Applica.ons: problem solved !?
• Design of new proteins
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AI & AlphaFold2 Revolu1on
• Breakthrough of 2021!

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-00997-5



Structural coverage of the proteome

https://www.deepmind.com/research/highlighted-research/alphafold

400,000,000 (!) 

Models 

available 

@Uniprot and 

@EBI



Structural coverage of the proteome
MetaAI ESMFold

ESM Metagenomic Atlas: 
The first view of the 
‘dark ma<er’ of the 
protein universe

blue: dark ma,er - no 
similarity to previous 
structures)

https://ai.facebook.com/blog/protein-folding-esmfold-
metagenomics/

600,000,000 (!) Models available @https://esmatlas.com/



Why predict protein structures? 
(and what accuracy is needed?)



Protein structure prediction and structural genomics.
Baker D, Sali A.  Science. 2001 Oct 5;294(5540):93-6. 
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CASP
-Blind structure prediction experiment 

allows assessment of different approaches

• every 2 years; summer 2022: CASP15

h"p://www.predic-oncenter.org/casp15/

Identification of major “winner strategies”: 
• CASP4: fragments (Rosetta)
• CASP11&12: coevolution and contact 
prediction methods (contact-assisted 
modeling)

Star3ng CASP13: Deep learning (Google alphafold)
CASP14 (2020): Google alphafold deepmind (AF2) “solved the problem”
CASP15 (2022): AF2-based methods lead; new, faster approaches using natural language 
processing models (e.g., ESMFold) accelerate predic.ons

coevolution

fragments

Machine 

learning



Alphafold2: a game changer (CASP14 – 2020)

Highly accurate protein structure prediction with AlphaFold.
Jumper J, Evans R, Pritzel A, Green T, Figurnov M, Ronneberger O, Tunyasuvunakool K, Bates R, Žídek A, Potapenko A, Bridgland A, Meyer C, 
Kohl SAA, Ballard AJ, Cowie A, Romera-Paredes B, Nikolov S, Jain R, Adler J, Back T, Petersen S, Reiman D, Clancy E, Zielinski M, Steinegger M, 
Pacholska M, Berghammer T, Bodenstein S, Silver D, Vinyals O, Senior AW, Kavukcuoglu K, Kohli P, Hassabis D. Nature. 2021 Aug;596(7873):583-
589. doi: 10.1038/s41586-021-03819-2. Epub 2021 Jul 15.



What made the Alphafold2 breakthrough possible?

• Basic research - insights 
from > 70 years of protein 
research

• Big data - solved structures, 
large-scale sequencing etc.

• Deep learning - new 
architectures, optimization 
methods

Data

DL

Basics



● unique
● stable
● kinetically accessible

Sequence→ structure

En
er

gy

GMEC

Conformation space

Basics

* true at least for a small globular protein, in its standard physiological environment 

Anfinsen’s dogma*: 
Native structure determined only by 
sequence
→ Native structure = global energy 
minimum



Basic Assumption: 
Native structure = GMEC 
Global Minimum Energy Conformation
()

➜A good energy function selects GMEC
➜A good sampling technique finds GMEC

Structure predic1on

En
er

gy

Basics

GMEC

Conforma.on space



Why structure prediction is hard: Conformational space in “ab 
initio” structure prediction is enormous

• If only 3 states per residue, 100 residue protein:  3100 ~ 5 x 1047

• Just considering 3 states isn’t going to be detailed enough

• Clearly need methods to restrict degrees of freedom



Long-standing idea: derive residue-residue contacts from sequence information

Breakthrough: contact maps
Rosetta GREMLIN (Generative REgularized ModeLs of proteINs)

Data

dMSA Contact Map

N C

C

Sergey Ovchinnikov

co-evolution

Learning: Apply techniques for object recogni3on on pictures… cats, street lights, faces, …

Data



Image recogni9on using Deep NNs

Good at image 
recognition tasks: 
Apply filters to image 
that highlight specific 
features
(for example: convoluted neural 
networks, CNN)

ML



Neural Networks
Single Neuron  - linear separa;on

g – transfer function 
t – threshold

xi…N – inputs
Wi…N – weights

Output T/F, 0,1

Problem: not (linearly) separable
Solu6on: mul6ple neurons, mul6ple layers

ML



Deep Neural Networks
Universal approximation theorem:
A feed-forward neural network with 
a finite number of nodes can 
approximate any continuous 
function

Deep NN: many layers

ML



AlphaFold
Contact / Distance 

prediction

Collect 
sequence 

data

Angle
prediction

… build structure from 
restraints (as in Modeller)

Breakthrough: ML



CASP performance



Alphafold2: End-to-End architecture
Unprecedented accuracy using novel representa7ons
Trained on publicly available data consisting of ~170,000 protein structures (PDB) & large protein sequence databases.
Uses ~ 16 TPUv3s (= 128 TPUv3 cores ~100-200 GPUs) run over a few weeks
Provides confidence value & iterative improvement

New architectures

New approaches

New hardware



Alphafold2 architecture in a nutshell

MSA & coevolution

Sequence

Structure & 

confidence

Evoformer blocks
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Structure & 
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Alphafold2 architecture in a nutshell

MSA & coevolution

Sequence

Structure & 

confidence

Evoformer blocks Structure modules

• pLDDT: residue confidence (predicted 

local distance difference test)

• pAE: residue pair confidence (predicted 

alignment error)

New architecture
New approaches
New hardware



Alphafold2: a game changer (CASP14 – 2020)



The good, the bad and the ugly
The network also models 
the uncertainty in its 
predictions - when the 
s.d. of the predicted 
distribution is low, the 
predictions are more 
accurate:
Confidence measure for 
each residue:
pLDDT
(predicted local distance difference test)

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-00997-5



Accuracy on recent PDB structures



Interpretation of Alphafold2 models
• pLDDT: predicted local distance from solved 

structure [0..1] > 0.7 precise

https://alphafold.ebi.ac.uk/



What can be done now? (and what is difficult)

• Combine AF2 predictions with experimental data to create models 
of complex proteins and assemblies

• Predict structures of complexes (limitation: MSA!)

• In some cases: use predictions for ligand docking

• Disorder?  Some indication from pLDDT

• ”Orphan” sequences and de novo proteins – accuracy?

• Prediction of effect of mutations?  Difficult!



Protein structure prediction and structural genomics.
Baker D, Sali A.  Science. 2001 Oct 5;294(5540):93-6. 



Why are AI models often insensitive to mutations?

• In the example, the metal binding site is 
predicted accurately even though the 
metal was not included!

• Methods trained on metal-bound 
structures recognize the pattern of a 
metal binding site (even if a structure 
unfolds in the absence of the metal)



Summary : Structure prediction
Enormous recent progress, enabled by:
large databases of sequences and structures, AI methods from other fields, new deep 
learning network architectures, hardware, compu.ng power

• Informa.ve and large sequence alignment is (typically) cri.cal, but many sequences 
are available today (metagenomic data)

• ML & END-TO-END models (Alphafold2, ESMfold and more to come !)
• Language models to learn the Protein language (fast, perhaps more general?)
Accessible to all: 

• Models available in Uniprot, EBI, MetaAI
• Modeling made easy on COLAB

Challenges: mul.protein assemblies, disordered proteins, muta.ons



Outlook
New applica=ons

Fast and accurate
• structures for research & 

medicine
• drug design

Sequence Features

Structure

Extend to protein design

• inverse direcRon: 

• protein “hallucinaRons”: 
Dream new proteins with the 
NN and much much more

Sequence Features

Structure



Diffusion models for protein design

https://cvpr2022-tutorial-

diffusion-

models.github.io

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1

101/2022.12.09.519842v2.full.pdf



Diffusion model for protein design

Generate a protein that binds to a helix:

https://www.ipd.uw.edu/2022/12/a-diffusion-model-for-protein-design/



Diffusion model for protein design

Make assemblies

https://www.ipd.uw.edu/2022/12/a-diffusion-model-for-protein-design/



https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.12.09.519842v2.full.pdf


